
 

Wolfdogs of the Ebon Blade 
 

Wolf Content Declaration 
 

I, _____________________________________, hereby declare that I am aware that all puppies from litters 

produced by Wolfdogs of the Ebon Blade contain documented wolf content. As such, the puppies will test positive 

for wolf content according to UC Davis’ “Wolf Hybrid” DNA test and Embark Vet’s Breed Test, or any other similar 

DNA tests. Therefore, prior to placing a deposit to reserve a puppy from Wolfdogs of the Ebon Blade… 

 

___ I hereby declare that I have diligently researched wolfdog ownership to know what to expect and I hereby 

verify that I have sufficient experience to be fully prepared to handle a wolfdog of the content I intend to purchase. 

 

___ I hereby declare that I have diligently checked all federal, state, province, county, township, city, and 

homeowner’s ordinances pertaining to my home of residence and I hereby verify that wolfdogs are permitted 

where I live. 

 

___ I hereby declare that I have diligently contacted my landlord / State Department of Fish & Wildlife / local 

animal control office / any other relevant authorities and I hereby verify that I have obtained all relevant and 

necessary permits, licenses, permissions, etc. to keep a wolfdog at my place of residence. I hereby verify that I will 

adhere to all federal and state and local laws for legal ownership of wolfdogs at all times.  

 

___ I hereby declare that, for the duration of my wolfdog’s natural life, I shall not move to a place where wolfdogs 

are forbidden and I hereby verify that I shall take all necessary precautions to ensure my wolfdog’s legal safety and 

wellbeing, including secure containment at home and proper control in public areas at all times (on leash if 

required by law, muzzled if necessary, current on vaccinations to include rabies, etc.). 

 

___ If I decide to travel with my wolfdog, I hereby declare that I will not bring my wolfdog into states that have 

banned or restricted transportation of wolfdogs. I understand that some states, such as (for example) Wyoming, 

require a special permit to be obtained to even drive through the state with a wolfdog, or the animal will be 

confiscated by law enforcement. I will take every measure to comply with state and local laws for travelling 

through or visiting states or areas where wolfdogs are regulated or banned. 

 

For Co-Owned breeding prospect puppies: 

 

___ I hereby declare that, should my wolfdog ever be used for breeding: the mating(s) will only take place in 

locations where breeding wolfdogs is legal, and the resulting offspring will only be born and raised in places where 

wolfdogs are legal. I hereby verify that the resulting offspring will only go to owners who live where wolfdogs are 

legal.  

 
APPLICANT (Print Name): _________________________________________ DATE: ________________________ 

APPLICANT (Signature):     _________________________________________ 

BREEDER (Print Name):  __________________________________________ DATE: ________________________ 

BREEDER (Signature): __________________________________________       

WITNESS (Print Name):  __________________________________________ DATE: ________________________ 

WITNESS (Signature): __________________________________________ 


